Building Tools

Hawks / Floats / Grouter / Texture Brush

HAWKS A hawk is a useful tray from which to apply

plaster or cement quickly to a wall surface by using a trowel.

Decorators Hawk

This smaller plastic hawk is suitable for
carrying a small quantity of mix close to
the area being repaired.

150mm² (6in²)

Plastic Hawk

This extremely lightweight hawk is
moulded polyurethane with a smooth
surface finish.

330mm² (13in²)

Mill Finish
Alloy Hawk

A professional grade aluminium
plasterers hawk with cast aluminium
strengthening back plate, foam rubber
callous protector and soft-grip
handle for user comfort.

300mm²
(12in²)

FAIDHAWK
£7.36 Ex VAT £8.83 Inc VAT

FAIPHAWK
£12.90 Ex VAT £15.48 Inc VAT

Floats

These sturdy floats are a lightweight one-piece polyurethane moulding. The pattern
face is non-absorbent and is used for applying plaster, cement and other building
materials. The sponge float is used for finishing grainy surfaces such as sand and
cement mix, or for applying certain plaster finishes.

FAIPA12
£20.80 Ex VAT
£24.96 Inc VAT

Rubber Grouter

For applying grout between tiles. This
specialist tool features a smooth rubber
face cemented to a foam rubber pad
with a moulded polyurethane backing
for rigidity.
Small Plastic Float
280 x 110mm (11 x 41⁄4 in)
FAISFLOAT
£5.56 Ex VAT £6.67 Inc VAT

Large Plastic Float
355 x 150mm (13 3⁄4 x 6in)

Sponge Float
280 x 115mm (11 x 41⁄2 in)

FAILFLOAT
£7.00 Ex VAT £8.40 Inc VAT

FAISPOFLOAT
£13.50 Ex VAT £16.20 Inc VAT

FAIGROUTER
£11.27 Ex VAT £13.52 Inc VAT

Texturing Brush

A heavy-duty textured brush
with rubber bristles for creating a
stippling effect and other patterns
associated with textured coating.
Will wash out easily under cold
water immediately after use.

Plasterers Scratching Tool
The wire prongs are used for scratching the first
coat of plaster to provide a key which ensures
the proper adhesion of the second
or finishing coat. Seven prongs.

Size:
200 x 150mm
(7 7⁄8 x 6in)

Width:
140mm (51⁄2 in)

FAITEXT86
£34.97 Ex VAT
£41.96 Inc VAT

FAIPST
£10.15 Ex VAT £12.18 Inc VAT
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Size: 220 x 115mm
(85⁄8 x 41⁄2 in)

